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“Through the millennia, culture has been shaped by the stories we tell and if you think about
it advertising is telling stories that are backed by billions of dollars to have them heard. I am
convinced we can normalize gender equality with what we choose to show in our ads, and who
we choose to make them.”
Syl Saller, Chief Marketing and Innovation Officer, Diageo

“Addressing gender stereotypes is only the first step. Going forward, it is our ambition to
address other dimensions of identity too. Gender stereotypes do not exist in a vacuum but
are often intertwined with others about race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, physical activity,
class and education”
Stephan Loerke, CEO, WFA

“The images and portrayals of people in advertising affect how people think about the world,
so we’re looking to make sure we have completely accurate representation and portrayal
of women and girls and every intersectional quality: whether it be race, ethnicity, sexual or
gender identity, ability, religion, and age”
Marc Pritchard, P&G1

“Diversity is hard work. It’s hard to get diverse candidates in the door. It’s hard to keep them once
they’re here. Let’s face it: Our industry gets bored very easily. We need a new shiny object every
time — diversity was last year’s initiative, what’s our initiative now? Language matters. Changing
the script matters. We are all communications people — we have the power to change the dialogue”
Antonio Lucio, GCMO of Facebook2
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To see WFA’s full interview with Marc Pritchard at Cannes Lions 2019, see Marc Pritchard, P&G: The reinvention of advertising on Youtube
Oliver McAteer, Campaign Asia, 7/11/2019 - Facebook CMO Antonio Lucio’s fierce call to drive diversity
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Standing (and branding) for the right thing
Advertising has opened its eyes to the incredible potential
of diversity. The moral, social and economic cases are well
documented. It is now common knowledge that diversity
in creative output increases brand reputation, consumer
loyalty and adds to the bottom line.
And there is still much more to be done.
Part of the challenge is that the industry seems to equate
its receptiveness to diversity with the proportion of (mostly
white) women working in each company. This means
that much is being done to improve the representation of
women but we are now at serious risk of white-washing
initiatives that should be promoting much broader inclusion.
Diversity by its very definition cannot just be one thing.
It’s not just about gender, race or ethnicity. It’s about all
of them and more. At Global Marketer Week 2018, the
WFA released A Guide to Progressive Gender Portrayals
in Advertising detailing how brands can combat harmful
gender stereotypes in their creative. As the natural
extension of that work, we must continue thinking
beyond gender to encapsulate all forms of diversity.
If we truly believe that advertising can provoke, excite
and entertain, then we must simultaneously accept
that advertising also has the potential to perpetuate
negative perceptions, bias and division.
As marketers, budget-owners and decision-makers, we
have an incredible opportunity to create system-level
change. As WFA explored in its Better Marketing1 series –
there are a million ways to step up and answer the call. We
all want to ensure that our brands stand firmly for what’s
right and for a world that represents our own diversity as
well as that of our customers. It will be those of us with
the sensitivity and drive to use our work to portray the full
story of our society who will benefit the most.

1

www.wfanet.org/bettermarketing

This guide will showcase some outstanding examples
of work, as well as offering practical advice on how you
can channel diversity both across your creative and in
your company more generally (ensuring you are ‘walking
the talk’). Embrace the breadth and nuance of this issue
and you will be able to authentically connect with your
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audiences while shining a light on inspiring people
and the stories around us that are often overlooked.
This guide is split into different identities that are under,
or often poorly, represented in advertising: race, ability,
sexuality, gender identity and age. But while we have divided
it in this way for the sake of clarity, please do not consider
each in isolation. It is the intersectionality among these
groups that we must embrace to truly move the needle. It is
in acknowledging that “diversity” is not a single, monolithic
thing, and that each person has their own experiences and
preferences, that we will truly succeed. Success means
embracing nuance and empathising with the struggles of
your consumers and employees.
As an industry we often talk about ‘diversity and
inclusion’ as if they are one thing. But while we continue
o focus on making our work and creative more diverse,
it is past time to look inward and truthfully examine
whether our company culture offers an inclusive
environment and whether our teams and partners
accurately reflect our customers.
Creativity and inspiration spring from individuals, their
experiences and perspectives and the opportunities their
environment and company cultures afford them. Without
meaningful input and representation from people in all
communities, we cannot claim to be champions of diversity.
There is no one-size-fits-all solution and that is what
makes engaging more deeply with these issues difficult,
exciting and critical. After all, our brands exist to make
people’s lives better. Let’s make sure we continue to
live up to that.
Belinda Smith,
WFA Diversity Ambassador

Inclusion starts at home
For diversity and inclusion to work, it must be part of a
long-term strategy that fits in with a brand’s message.
People need to believe that what a brand believes in
and how it behaves are one and the same. A report by
visual content engine developer Stackla that surveyed
2,000 adults in the UK, US and Australia found that 86%
of consumers say that authenticity is important when
deciding which brands to support.

1

Stackla, 2017 - The Consumer Content Report: Influence in the Digital Age

In the same survey, Stackla discovered that 57% of
consumers believe that less than half of brands create
content that resonates as authentic. “When brands made
work that gave dimension to people beyond gender or skin
colour stereotypes, we saw a clear pattern: a 15% increase in
consumer perception, and a 7% boost in stock price. In other
words, diversity and inclusion in advertising is most effective
when it’s done well. And diversity and inclusion done well is
less about checking a box, and more about recognizing that
diverse people are complex, relatable human beings”.1

The scale of these statistics suggests that
diversity isn’t just a tokenistic box-ticking
exercise to appeal to minorities, but an imperative
for addressing the changing attitudes of society
as a whole.
But it is no longer enough to state a purpose
anymore. With internet penetration constantly
on the rise and an ever-more vocal consumer base,
companies need to think about moving towards
true equity. This must come as part of a dual
approach: in external marketing and communications
but also in internal organisational structure and work
culture. The most effective way to promote diversity
and inclusion is to be it.
To that end, we have compiled some practical tips
for fostering a culture of inclusion across all levels
of an organisation.

Mattel’s latest Barbie Fashionistas range includes a doll with the skin condition vitiligo, a doll with a prosthetic leg and doll with alopecia, amongst others
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Strategy & vision

Internal diversity

Make sure you walk the talk internally and not just
in your creative:
•
Recruit diverse new talent and champion their
personal development to retain and promote them.
When employing young talent, have strong mentors
who will champion their development at the company1.
•
Be progressive from the beginning of your
recruitment process. Make sure that your job
descriptions are unbiased and do not imply an ideal
candidate as being of a particular gender, ethnicity,
etc. After using the AI writing tool Textio to scan its
job descriptions for biased language, J&J saw 90,000
more female applicants in 20172. Also consider
downloading the Unbiasify Chrome Extension, which
hides names and photos when sourcing candidates
through LinkedIn.
•
Think twice about holding ‘diversity trainings’.
Research by the Harvard Business Review3 discovered
that compulsory diversity training actually reinforces
prejudice in the workplace. By highlighting the
differences between employees, minimising some
co-workers’ emotions and demonising others’,
diversity training forces people into categories and
deprives them of individuality. If training is necessary,
reframe it as general ‘communications training’ which
acknowledges the individuality of everyone involved
and encourages them to work together effectively.
•
Create a corporate culture that is committed to
hearing all voices and taking on feedback. Ensure you
seek out feedback from underrepresented groups –
don’t wait for them to feel comfortable speaking up.
•
Be considerate of workplace language: not ‘disabled
people’, but ‘people with disabilities’; ‘parental
leave’ rather than ‘maternity leave’; ask for people’s
pronouns in the office and consider including them
in email signatures. Unconscious bias that
perpetuates stereotypes, such as calling people
of colour ‘too loud’, ‘too aggressive’, or calling
women ‘bossy’ (this extends to dress, hairstyles)
should be avoided and educated on.
•
Review your Equal Opportunities policies regularly
to ensure that they reflect best practice.
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Thomas Hobbs, The Drum, 25/11/2019 - Stonewall’s Jan Gooding on why marketing needs more mentors; 2 Tim Halloran, Textio, 2018 - How Johnson & Johnson is adding 90,000 more women to their hiring pipeline;
Harvard Business Review, 2019 – Does Diversity Training Work the Way It’s Supposed To?; 4 Watch the WFA webinar Breaking Down Stereotypes Through Marketing - https://wfanet.org/knowledge/item/2019/10/01/Lets-talk-about-bias

Make sure you have clear overarching strategies, policies
and commitments to eliminate harmful stereotypes and
normalise intersectional identities:
•
Involve people with diverse perspectives at all levels
of your organisation and give them the opportunity to
make significant decisions that affect your business.
•
Diversity and Inclusion advocates should report to the
CEO, rather than to the Chief Human Resources Officer.
•
Find an authentic way to link your purpose to your
brand’s legacy. Don’t make it a short-term strategy.
•
Speak out against laws that threaten your consumers’
and employees’ rights in the regions where you operate.
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Creative outputs

Reflect on your creative. It is important to use a rigorous
framework as a litmus test at every step of developing
an ad: from briefing to the selection of the creative
team, to casting, pre- and post-production. Diageo and
Unilever have collaborated with the Unstereotype Alliance
to develop these three principles for creating believable
human characters:
•
Presence: who is physically depicted in the
advertisement?
•
Perspective: through whose lens are we seeing
this character?
•
Personality: are your characters defined by one
characteristic or something deeper?
Can you imagine your character as a real person?4

External collaboration

Partner with industry peers to strengthen awareness
and practice, as well as with NGOs to amplify actions:
•
Consider joining forces with companies, NGOs,
and lobbyist groups that recruit diverse talent, offer
diversity and inclusion support, and give advice such
as the Unstereotype Alliance, ANA’s #SeeHer and
#SeeAll, the 4A’s Foundation, and Outvertising.
•
Ask yourself who you are partnered with and what
they represent. Speak with your wallet by moving
your budgets and business to inclusive partners and
partners who are similarly committed to diversity.
•
Work with agencies and directors who have
a personal stake in the community to whom you
are marketing. Advocacy group Free the Work is
a great example of a partner you can work with in
this regard. Fresh from their success as Free the Bid
helping the ad industry expand the representation
of female directors, Free the Work sources directors,
composers, editors and more from underrepresented
communities in an attempt to diversify the talent
pools of multiple creative industries.
•
If you cannot hire someone from a specific
community to work for you, at least consult
a ‘sensitivity reader’ to check if your creative
is problematic.
•
Share diversity data with schemes such as the
United Nations Global Compact Women’s
Empowerment Principles Gender Gap Analysis
Tool (WEPs Tool), ANA’s Cultural Insights Impact
Measure (CIIM) or the Geena Davis Inclusion
Quotient. Monitoring creates data and data creates
accountability. There is also a degree of credibility
that fostering such partnerships lends to your
investment in this issue. For instance, Mars
partnered with the Geena Davis Institute on Gender
in Media in 2019 to commission research into the
representation of gender in advertising, which was
released at Cannes Lions. Such collaborations
extend the reach and relevance of the dialogue
surrounding equitable representation.

Insights from brand leaders
Accelerating
to equal
Marc Pritchard,
Chief Brand Officer,
P&G
It’s common sense that we should live in an equal world. A
world with equal representation between women and men
– of all races and ethnicities, sexual orientations and gender
identities, abilities, spiritualities, generations and cultures –
with equal voices, equal roles, equal pay, and equal respect.
The problem is, it isn’t equal due to pervasive bias.
Bias limits equality. That includes conscious bias from cultural
norms leading to stereotyping, objectifying, diminishing,
lack of opportunities, and even harm. And unconscious
bias, showing up in subtle attitudes and behavior, but just as
destructive. So, as the world’s largest advertiser that reaches
5 billion people every day, we’ve made a commitment to use
our reach and voice to eliminate bias and promote gender and
intersectional equality.
That commitment is more important than ever but requires
broader action to accelerate progress. What if ALL brands and
companies, individually and collectively, used their reach and
voice in advertising as a force for good to eliminate bias and
promote equality? Imagine the impact.
Here’s P&G’s roadmap:
1. We will accurately portray gender in 100% of
advertising – across all aspects of intersectionality. More
than 90% of our ads now achieve the gold standard of #SeeHer
Gender Equality Measure scores. We won’t stop until we
achieve and sustain 100%.
2. We will achieve equal representation in the creative
supply chain – within brand teams, agencies, and directors
behind the camera. Among P&G brand builders and at our
major agencies, we are now 50/50 gender equal. Behind the
camera, more than half our ads are directed by women in North
and Latin America, but only 25% worldwide. We won’t stop until
we achieve and sustain equal representation worldwide.
3. We will build a diverse and inclusive pipeline of
creators. That’s why we continue to invest in partnerships
such as Katie Couric Media, The Queen Collective, Thrive,
McGee Media, Jellywolf, Fair Play, Hello Sunshine, Together
Live, Friends at Work, GLAAD, and the Seneca Women Podcast
Network. About $400 million of our marketing spending is with
women and minority-owned and led companies. But it’s not
enough, and we won’t stop until we get to equal.
4. We will join forces with others to accelerate progress.
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We’re part of: the #SeeHer movement to promote the accurate
portrayal of women and girls in advertising and media; the
#AIMM multi-cultural movement to promote the accurate
portrayal of race, ethnicity, sexual and gender identity, ability,
spirituality, and age; and FREE THE WORK, to get women and
underrepresented creators behind the camera. More than 1000
brands have also joined, but more are needed.
Please take individual action. Please join these movements.
Each of us can individually do our part, and collectively, we
can be an even more powerful force for good and growth in
accelerating to equal.

Diverse coalitions
create breakthrough
solutions
Jane Wakely, Lead CMO,
Mars Incorporated
For global businesses seeking to lead rather than respond – to
disrupt, rather than to be disrupted –a workforce with a diverse
range of skills, perspectives and inclusive views is necessary in
order to make transformation, growth and category leadership
possible. This is absolutely the case at Mars, where we believe
diversity of thought and approach, and a culture of inclusivity
and partnership, helps us address business challenges and
unlock opportunities.
That’s why through Kinship – a division of Mars Petcare – we’re
harnessing the most diverse and passionate innovators in the
pet world via start-ups and tech companies to create new
integrated services and products that transform and better
meet the needs of pets and their parents. Rather than focusing
on individual IP, Kinship is forming diverse coalitions to create
breakthrough solutions.
We need to be accountable for driving change beyond our
immediate walls and sectors. Embracing movements such as
the Unstereotype Alliance and Free the Bid mean we are driving
change both in front of and behind the camera and behind the
camera in the content we create.
At Mars, we are passionate about making a meaningful and
measurable difference in this area – which is why we pioneered
a partnership with the Geena Davis Institute on Gender in Media
to better measure our portfolio of work and understand HOW we
are currently representing men and women in our advertising.
Upskilling our own teams and our agency partners’ skills in our
collective unconscious bias is critical to making a difference.
Of course, true cultural diversity must go beyond gender.
We’ve been working hard with our brands to leverage their
power to foster a more inclusive form of marketing – such

Insights from brand leaders
as Skittles which has been donating its rainbow to support
LGBTQI+ communities, and our Maltesers ‘Lighter Side of Life’
campaign, which increased representation of people living with
disabilities in advertising by using humour to help overcome
taboos and break down barriers.
There’s still much to do, but I’m excited by the opportunity
to use the power of our brands and continued collaboration
amongst the industry, to help shape the diverse and inclusive
world we want to see tomorrow.

2
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Unstereotype Alliance, 2018, Beyond Gender - https://www.unstereotypealliance.org/en/stories/beyond-gender---the-invisible-stereotypes-report
UN Women and Google for the Unstereotype Alliance ‘The Power of _FOR’ - https://www.unstereotypealliance.org/en/news-and--events/press-releases/sept-26-2019
Access to both research reports commissioned by the UN Women led Unstereotype Alliance can be found: https://www.unstereotypealliance.org/en/resources/research

There is no
‘general consumer’
Aline Santos, Unilever EVP Global
Marketing and Chief Diversity &
Inclusion Officer
In the words of civil rights activist, Audre Lorde: “There is no
such thing as a single-issue struggle because we do not live
single issue lives.” This statement is vital to marketers as well as
those working in diversity and inclusion. For too long we have
been guilty of looking at people through a single, homogenous
lens, giving us an incomplete and limiting picture of who a
person really is.
The conversation around gender has moved on and when we
consider factors beyond gender such as race, class, education,
age, ability and sexuality, we get closer to the multi-faceted
nature of people and the lives they live. An Unstereotype
Alliance report1 highlights the urgent need to understand
identity beyond gender in isolation. One of the most common
stereotypes found was around marital status. In India, 53% of
women said that they don’t feel fairly represented in society,
but this increased to 62% for unmarried women; in Brazil, 79%
of all women feel underrepresented in society but this is even
higher for single women (85%).
Another report2 highlighted the intersectionality reflected in
searches. In 2019, the percentage of searches in the US that
used a Latinx identity shifted even more towards country
identification and doubled in growth versus generic Latinx
searches. It also found double digit growth for searches
focussed on ‘single moms’ or ‘single parenthood’, pointing to
specific consumer needs around ‘single’ status.
These findings point to one of the pressing challenges
for marketers globally. There can no longer be a ‘one size
fits all’ approach. In the past, we used to talk about the
‘general market’; nowadays, there is no longer a clear
majority consumer and this presents marketers with an
extraordinary opportunity to evolve how we engage, impact
and serve people with our brands. But to do this, we need
to challenge the dogmas of mass marketing and traditional
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consumer segmentation. To create truly diverse, inclusive
and unstereotypical branded communications we need to
view people in the round and take a holistic approach to
understanding the people we serve.

Seek out good
actors and
elevate them
Jerry Daykin, Media Director
at GSK Consumer Healthcare
Our content reaches billions of people every day; we can use
that reach to positively challenge social expectations. Diversity
doesn’t have to be the main subject of an advertisement –
casually improving representation across your output helps to
normalise diverse communities and reflects the world without
virtue signalling.
Every company has people working within it who are passionate
about these issues. Seek out advocates in your workforce,
whether they have a personal stake in a certain community or
are strong allies. Make them your consultants on your diversity
and inclusion policies.
From there, there are myriad ways diversity can reach beyond
the marketing bubble. Getting the C-suite to promote your
initiatives will have an invaluable effect at galvanising everyone
else in the company in a trickle-down effect. For individuals in
companies looking to do even more beyond their siloes, there
are plenty of industry-based groups you can be active in, such as
Outvertising, Bloom and the Conscious Advertising Network, to
name just a few in the UK. If there aren’t any such activist groups
in your region, now is a better time than any to start your own.
As funders of the internet ecosystem, we also have a responsibility
to ensure that our corporate activities are not unintentionally
excluding diverse voices. When we first discovered the internet’s
capability to spread hate speech and false information, the
understandable kneejerk reaction was to reinforce blocklists to
prevent our brands from appearing next to harmful content.
But the technology did not take context into account and, in
some blunt cases, deprived anything with so much as a mention
of ‘lesbian’, ‘Muslim’, or ‘Asian’ of ad support. We don’t want
our brand safety actions to unintentionally stifle the voices of
independent news outlets or those that engage with and report
on the communities we claim to be supporting. Where possible,
seek out opportunities to actively include such minority voices in
your media plans, through partners like Brand Advance.
Be deliberate with everything you do and do not be afraid to
make mistakes as our industry and the technology that powers
media delivery makes the journey towards inclusion.

Race and ethnicity

Case studies brought to you by Contagious

Issues surrounding ethnicity and representation will be unique to a community’s culture, experiences and values. Targets and
initiatives must be adapted to serve local demographics and advertising must reflect local consumers. Racial discourse differs
hugely from country to country. Therefore, companies should pay attention to historical and cultural nuances when they portray
members of ethnic communities while not letting surface-level features define those characters.
Unfortunately, people of colour are still woefully under-represented, even in the most multicultural societies. Even when there is
ample representation, such as at Cannes Lions 2018, where people of colour made up 43.1% of characters in ads, it is often riddled
with stereotypes: white characters were more likely than characters of colour to have an occupation (22.9% compared with 17.9%)1.
Companies that neglect the opinions of these communities not only reflect an antiquated fantasy about society, but they are also
alienating a huge portion of their audience. In the US alone, black consumers command $1.3 trillion in annual buying power2.

Coca-Cola / ‘The phonetic can’

2
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Geena Davis Institute On Gender In Media, 2018 – Bias and Inclusion in Advertising: An Analysis of 2018 Cannes Lions Craft Ads
Nielsen, Sep 2019, It’s in the Bag: Black Consumers’ Path to Purchase

Coca-Cola’s ‘Share a Coke’ is one of
the most famous campaigns of the 21st
century. Seven years after first launching
it, Coca-Cola adapted the drink cans
for the South African market with
phonetically spelled out common names.
The initiative sought to break down
social barriers in a country divided
by 11 different languages and
a complicated political past.
The campaign featured videos of
ordinary South Africans talking about
the heritage and pronunciation of
their names. The videos light-heartedly
reflect on the frustration that many South
Africans experience as a result of having
names that are difficult to pronounce.
Created by agency FCB Joburg,
the Phonetic Can campaign put into
action Coca-Cola’s belief that getting
a person’s name right is the first step
towards getting along together.
The campaign used several touch points
spanning television, radio, social media,
OOH, cinema and in-store.
For example, on social media, Coca-Cola
focused on familiarizing people with
more obscure African dialect sounds,
such as the famous tongue click noise.
On the radio, Coca-Cola rebranded
several well-known jingles as well as
radio station names to feature different
distinctive names. Coca-Cola also
printed names on billboards and placed
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them in areas where residents would be
most likely to be unfamiliar with those
names. Teachers used The Phonetic
Can as lesson tools in classrooms. One
teacher was quoted in the campaign
case study video as saying: “If I am not
going to care for the pronunciation of
your name, which is essentially your
identity, I am showing a great disrespect
to you as a human being”.
RESULTS / According to the brand,
The Phonetic Can campaign resulted

in a 158% increase in brand love as
well as a 5.4% increase in volume
in a country where the brand enjoys
a 90% penetration rate.
This is an example of a campaign
respecting the culture of its
audience. The sensitive reinvention
of ‘Share a Coke’ not only helped
defend market share but continues
to emphasise the brand’s core
message of generosity, kindness
and openness.

Race and ethnicity

Case studies brought to you by Contagious

Black & Abroad / ‘Go back to Africa’
Black & Abroad, a travel brand dedicated
to the modern black traveller, has
hijacked the derogatory statement ‘go
back to Africa’ to change the narrative
around its use and help increase tourism
in the continent’s 54 countries.
The campaign, by FCB/SIX, Toronto
works by initially selecting abusive posts
online containing the statement ‘go back
to Africa’ and overlaying them against
beautiful images of the continent’s
diverse landscapes and thriving cities.
A custom-created AI platform uses
Google Vision to crowd-source images
from people who already live in or have
visited an African country. The platform
filters the images based on location,
subject, quality and relevancy.
It also acts as a real-time content
marketing engine, aggregating relevant
imagery before adding it to a dedicated
campaign website and distributing it
though Black & Abroad’s social media
channels. This activity also encourages
African Americans to post their own

images and interact via the hashtag
#GoBackToAfrica.
RESULTS / According to the agency,
the campaign increased brand visibility
on social media by 315%. It also won a
Grand Prix in Creative Data at the 2019
Cannes Lions festival.
INSIGHTS / With ‘Go Back to Africa’,
Black & Abroad tackles multiple problems

with representation in the digital
ecosystem at once. On the one hand,
the campaign combats hate speech
on social media by empowering black
travellers to reclaim and counter a racial
slur. At the same time, it increases
representation of black people on a
platform often dominated by wealthy
white tourists and shows off the beauty
of the African continent often neglected
by western news outlets.

Tips and questions to ask yourself
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•

Familiarise yourself with common racial
stereotypes and take care not to reinforce
them in your advertising. These include
tropes such as the hardworking or submissive
Asian, the agressive black woman, the ‘spicy’
or loud latinos.

•

Have you been sensitive to the cultural history
of your audience?

•

Have regular conversations and discussions about
diversity in your business, not just when something
goes wrong in your publicity.

•

Are you hiring for ‘culture fit’? Instead try to think
of hiring for ‘cultural add’, seeing difference as
an asset to your team, rather than creating a team
of people who think the same way.

•

Avoid unintended bias in the office. Many phrases that
seem innocuous in common workplace conversation
are actually incredibly offensive and prejudiced, such
as telling a non-native English-speaking colleague that
their ‘English is so good’, failing to remember or attempt
to pronounce a co-worker’s name correctly, calling
someone’s food “exotic”. This extends to discriminating
against an employee’s hairstyles or clothing.

•

If planning a social event, consider those with dietary
requirements and those who do not drink alcohol for
religious or cultural reasons.

•

Do your employees feel equally valued in terms of
their input in meetings? Do the perspective of your
diverse employees change the decisions you make
as a company? Do they feel that they can come to
work as their authentic selves?

Ability

Case studies brought to you by Contagious

This section cannot hope to encompass all forms of disability. Each company must adapt to its employees’ needs and employers
must not dictate or assume employees’ needs for them. By that same logic, every advertisement that features a character
with a disability must be sensitive to them and portray them as an authentic human being not solely defined by their disability.
Approximately 1.3 billion people, or 17% of the world’s population, experience some form of disability, according to the Return
on Disability Group. Together, they have a combined global spending power of over $1.2 trillion. That number rises to $6.9 trillion
when you bring families, parents and carers into the mix1 – so it makes sense financially (as well as morally and ethically) for
businesses to adjust their offerings to be more inclusive.
Many employers are opening up to the fresh perspectives and skillsets that a neurodiverse workforce can bring to a company.
In a study conducted by Accenture, companies considered “Disability Champions” enjoyed 28% higher revenue, double the net
income, and 30% higher economic profit margins than their non-champion peers2.

Ikea / ‘ThisAbles’
Ikea Israel developed a range of add-ons
that people with disabilities can attach
to their existing Ikea furniture to make it
work better for them.
Physical disabilities change the way
people can interact with furniture.
Someone with cerebral palsy, for
example, may find it more difficult to
get up if they’re sat on a low sofa or
have trouble opening a cupboard door.
So the Swedish flatpack furniture giant
worked with Milbat and Access Israel,
two NGOs that specialise in helping
disabled people get a better quality of
life, and McCann Tel Aviv to find a way
to make its products more accessible.

The ThisAbles products could be tested
in the Tel Aviv Ikea store (in a newly
created ‘accessible section’) and the
schematics can be downloaded for
free from the campaign website and
3D-printed at home or anywhere
that’s convenient.
Visitors to the website can also watch
videos about individual items (how they

work and what problem they solve)
and suggest new add-on designs that
would help make other Ikea products
more accessible.
RESULTS / According to the case
study, the ThisAbles products were
downloaded in 127 countries. The brand
saw a 37% increase in the number of
products sold vs. the previous year and
revenue for the products that had addon features grew by 33%.
INSIGHTS / As well as working with
two NGOs on the project, Ikea also
hosted a hackathon in its Tel Aviv store.
Product engineers and people with a
variety of disabilities worked together
to assess how different items could be
adjusted to better suit their needs.

Return On Disability, 2016 – Annual Report 2016
Accenture, 2018 – Getting to Equal: the Disability Inclusion Advantage

In addition to bringing its disabled
audience into the design process,
Ikea has also considered how
distribution could be made more
inclusive and affordable. Often
making products or buildings
accessible to disabled people is
considered an unnecessary expense.
By making these add-ons easily
downloadable – and making it free
to do so – Ikea is communicating that
it doesn’t see it as a financial burden
to create these things but a necessity.
It also echoes the brand’s long-standing
mission to ‘create a better everyday
for the many people’.

2

1

Rather than redesigning existing
products, and expecting disabled people
to repurchase them, Ikea designed 13
add-ons for its most popular items, like
bigger handles to attach to cupboards
and elevating legs for sofas (to make
them easier to get up from).
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Ability

Case studies brought to you by Contagious

Microsoft / ‘We all win’

1

MarketingWeek, Molly Fleming, 16/10/2019 Brands risk losing billions if they don’t improve online accessibility

Microsoft-owned Xbox has created
a controller to meet the needs of
gamers with disabilities.
The Xbox Adaptive Controller, which
can be used on Xbox One and Windows
PC, is much larger than traditional
controller devices and boasts a range
of features designed to make gaming
more accessible.
The gaming device does not just address
one specific disability but serves as a
base on which a number of extensions
can be added to fit a variety of special
needs. For example, the controller has
two large programmable buttons and 19
inputs that can be connected to various
accessories to customise the ideal setup.
Even the packaging was tailored to be
opened by people with limited mobility.
Microsoft developed the Xbox
Adaptive Controller alongside charity
organisations such as the AbleGamers
Charity, the Cerebral Palsy Foundation,
SpecialEffect and Warfighter Engaged.
To promote the new product while
emphasising its commitment to
inclusivity, Xbox released a two-minute
film called ‘We all Win’ illustrating how
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Tips and questions
to ask yourself
•

Review your government’s
laws for workplace
accessibility and make
sure that your buildings
comply with them.
Consider employing
Universal Design principles.

•

Adding subtitles is one of the
easiest things you can do to
increase the accessibility of
an advertisement, for people
with hearing impairments as
well as those scrolling through
social media without sound.

•

Ensure that your website
is compatible with textto-speech add-ons. Even
optimising your website
for handheld devices makes
a difference, as larger fonts
and easier navigation make
mobile websites are generally
the preferred choice for those
with visual impairments.
According to the disability
charity Scope UK, a shocking
98% of homepages across
1 million popular websites
failed to meet legal
accessibility standards in
early 2019, which means
advertisers could be missing
out on £249 billion a year1.

•

Assess the social culture of
your workplace: hold social
events in which everyone can
participate; make your office
pet-friendly to allow service
animals; allow for flexible start
times, remote working and
adjustable break times.

•

Create accessible work
and communal spaces
with adjustable desks and
chairs, monitors, phones,
keyboards and headsets.

the controller had improved the gameplay
of several young gamers with disabilities.
Created by McCann New York, the film
aired during the Super Bowl 2019.
RESULTS / According to McCann
New York, Xbox’s Changing the Game
campaign generated $35m in earned
media while earning the brand a 246%
increase in social voice. The agency’s
case study video also said it was the
‘#1 most effective Super Bowl ad’.
It also won a Grand Prix in Brand
Experience & Activation at the 2019
Cannes Lions festival.
INSIGHTS / Microsoft’s disabilityfriendly Xbox controller is no flash-inthe-pan attempt to boost its diversity
credentials. The gaming device is
the latest in a series of activations
around creating more accessibility and
inclusivity through technology. For
example, the company has previously
developed an app to help blind people
navigate surroundings, dictation tools
for people with dyslexia, as well as
classroom materials to help visually
impaired children learn how to code.
The brand’s track record of inclusivity
safeguards it against accusations of
launching a CSR stunt.

Sexuality

Case studies brought to you by Contagious

The global value of LGBTQ+ consumers is estimated at $3.6 trillion1 making them equivalent to the 5th biggest country in
the world by GDP2. The audience is in fact rapidly ceasing to be a minority, a 2018 YouGov survey found 56% of 18-24 year
olds in the UK no longer identified as 100% heterosexual3.
This is a community already attuned to spot tokenism and they speak with their wallets. Increasing corporate involvement in
global Pride events and LGBTQ+ storytelling has been broadly well received, but advertisers need to be cautious of shallow
attempts at ‘pinkwashing’. If you’re nervous about getting the right balance consider bouncing your ideas off an internal group,
or an industry organisation such as Outvertising.

3

1

LGBT Capital, 2018 - Estimated LGBT Purchasing Power: LGBT-GDP; 2 International Monetary Fund, 2019 – World Economic Outlook Database, October 2019;
Waldersee, Victoria, YouGov, 2019 - One in five young people identify as gay, lesbian or bisexual; 4 Cheq, 2019, The Economic Cost of Keyword Blacklists

Global attitudes towards LGBTQ+ relationships vary considerably. Brands have a unique opportunity to shatter stereotypes and
promote diversity in markets where such voices are rare, though you should not put local employees in danger with creative
approaches which directly contradict local legal frameworks. Casting and casual inclusion is often a positive place to start.
Programmatic technology is also inadvertently making it harder for advertisers to support specialist quality publishers. In the first
study of its kind, tech transparency firm CHEQ’s data science team found that nearly three-quarters (73%) of neutral or positive
LGBTQ+ online news stories are being incorrectly flagged as to be avoided via the use of blocklists. These lists include words
such as “death” “racism”, “sex” and “injury”, but blocklisted words also include broader terms including “lesbians”, “bisexuals”,
and “drag queens”. One analysis found that ads in quality news environments are 42% more effective for advertisers based on
engagement, viewability and dwell time4, so it is in marketers’ best interests to defend the integrity of these outlets.

ANZ Bank / ‘Bank in the name of love’
For over forty years, thousands of
LGBTQ+ people and supporters
have gathered on Oxford Street in
Sydney, Australia for the annual Gay
and Lesbian Mardi Gras. However,
84% of LGBTQ+ people believe that
there are parts of Australia where
it isn’t safe to be themselves.
ANZ Bank is the main partner of the
Mardi Gras celebration and has been
a sponsor since 2007. The company
wanted to spread its message of support
for the LGBTQ+ movement across
Australia and reach those who weren’t
able to attend the Mardi Gras in Sydney
and felt isolated in their communities.
Working with TBWA\Melbourne, ANZ
brought Mardi Gras to them by erecting
seven Signs of Love (one in each state)
to celebrate the LGBTQ+ festival.
Each sign was designed to reflect the
LGBTQ+ community and its struggles.
For example, one depicted a unicorn
emerging from the ground to represent
the difficulty of revealing your sexuality
to friends and family. According to
the brand’s website, it was created to
encourage people to be their ‘fabulous,
authentic selves’.
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ANZ also partnered with Google
Streetview and GIPHY so that people
could add Mardi Gras decorations to
signs in their own area and encouraged
people to share the GIFs with the
hashtag #equalfuture.
According to the agency, the campaign
generated 239 million organic
impressions and there were 10 million
GIF views of user-generated signs. The
activation led to a 78% lift in awareness
of ANZ’s sponsorship outside Sydney

and a 50% rise in overall sponsorship
awareness. There was also a 25%
increase in the belief that ANZ supports
diversity and inclusion.
INSIGHTS / With hundreds of brands
jumping on the LGBTQ+ bandwagon,
authenticity is key. ANZ is going
beyond waving a rainbow flag in the
city’s capital, instead actively entering
communities where anti-LGBTQ+
sentiment still lingers to make a
difference and show its support.

Sexuality

Case studies brought to you by Contagious

AB InBev / ‘All love is love’
To celebrate China’s 2019 Qixi festival
(Chinese Valentine’s Day) on August
25th, AB InBev’s in-house agency,
draftLine, released a video of several
couples talking about their relationships,
one of which has a 15-year age gap.
The films don’t explicitly show same
sex couples – all content depicting gay
relationships in banned in China – but
the message is that love should be
celebrated in all its forms.

campaign generated public support, with
a Southern Weekly article notching up
100K+ views on WeChat platform in the
first 24 hours. Budweiser also sponsored
a LGBTQ+ Qixi event in Shanghai. The
event drew many members of the press
and hundreds of people, many of whom
shared images as well as their thoughts
on the topic via Weibo.
INSIGHTS / Budweiser gave its
audience the tools to create their
own content depicting various sexual
orientations (so that the brand doesn’t
have to) ensuring China’s LGBTQ+
community felt included in this typically
hetero-normative holiday. Such images
are also novel enough to share on
Chinese social media sites such as
Weibo and WeChat.
There is also plenty of evidence to
suggest that China’s gay community
represents a huge opportunity for brands.
Bloomberg recently cited Chinese state
media as estimating that the ‘rainbow
segment’ of the nation’s economy is
worth $300 billion a year (the world’s
third-largest after Europe and the US).

RESULTS / The campaign gathered
183 news clippings, and 2.16 billion+
impressions in total, which translates into
RMB 21.06 billion in advertising value. The

Tips and questions to ask yourself

1

Human Rights Campaign, 2019 – A Workplace Divided: Understanding the Climate for LGBTQ Workers Nationwide

In addition, Budweiser created a set of
bottles designed by Norwegian designer
Magnus Voll Mathiassen portraying either
a man or a woman. By setting the two
bottles on a table and rotating them
slightly so that their faces ‘touch’, the
two figures appear to be kissing. This
meant customers could create depictions
of men and women kissing, two women
kissing or two men kissing. The brand
says these bottles permit Chinese
customers to celebrate all forms of love.
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•

If you are going to depict an LGBTQ+ relationship
in your advertising, do not make the nature of
the relationship ambiguous to avoid the issue.

•

Similarly, avoid outdated stereotypes of overly
effeminate homosexual men, masculine women,
or duplicitous bisexuals. Definitely do not use
these people as the object of derisive humour.

•

Mobilise your brand to oppose anti-LGBTQ+
laws in the local communities where you operate.

•

Do not make assumptions about assume your
co-worker’s sexuality or marital status.

•

Do not suggest that your co-workers should dress
a certain way to ‘look more masculine/feminine’.

•

Be careful with your everyday office language and
the assumptions it produces. In a 2019 study by

•

Stand up for your colleagues if an inappropriate
joke seems to have offended them.

US LGBTQ+ advocacy organisation Human Rights
Campaign1, 53% of workers reported hearing
jokes about LGBTQ+ people ‘every once in a while’.
Common conversation topics such as children,
partners, and sex can be uncomfortable for
LGBTQ+ people when heterosexuality is implied.
At the same time, 59% of non-LGBTQ+ people
stated that it was ‘unprofessional’ to talk about
gender identity or sexuality at work. The result
of this double standard is a drop in office productivity
and engagement in social events.

Gender identity

Case studies brought to you by Contagious

A J. Walter Thompson Intelligence study found that 74% of Americans believe that depicting transgender and gendernonconforming people in advertising is appropriately reflecting the nature of modern society, and 65% of respondents agreed
that ‘brands that show transgender people in ads are brave’1.
That said, a strong majority of people around the world (70%) believe that their government needs to do more to protect
transgender people from discrimination2. Advertising is well-placed to normalise trans identities in society at large and
win the workplace. A lack of tolerance and understanding will only lead to reduced sales, productivity, and employee retention.

Mattel / ‘Creatable World’
Mattel launched a line of genderinclusive dolls to enable children
to express themselves freely.

Mattel worked together with
a dedicated team of experts,
parents, physicians and children
to create the doll line. The line consists
of a total of six different dolls, with
gender-neutral physiques and is
available in a variety of skin tones.

3

2

1

J. Walter Thompson Intelligence, 2016 – Understanding Transgender Inclusivity in Advertising
Ipsos, 2018 – Global Attitudes Towards Transgender People
Williams Institute School of Law, UCLA, 2017 – Characteristics and Mental Health of Gender Non-Conforming Adolescents in California

The Creatable World toy range comes
with a medley of different clothing
options, accessories and hairstyles
so that kids can style their dolls in
genderless and gender non-conforming
styles and attire.
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Mattel’s first promotional spot for
the $29.99 product features a series
of kids who go by various pronouns –
he, she, they. It ends with the slogan:
‘A doll line designed to keep labels
out and invite everyone in.’
RESULTS / The range was met with
90% positive/neutral sentiment
according to a brand perception survey.
It generated 46M social impressions
following the launch.
INSIGHTS / This isn’t the company’s
first venture into more progressive
pastures. The 75-year-old toy
manufacturer has made big strides
in this direction in recent years,

adapting multiple products to reflect
changes in consumer behaviour,
with Barbie dolls embracing female
empowerment and diversity.
Creatable World represents the
continuation and development of
an ethos Mattel has been following
throughout its lifespan.
Generation Alpha – the first generation
born entirely within the 21st century –
will ‘set aside’ our current worldviews.
A survey by the Williams Institute of
Law, UCLA found that 27% of California
teens identify as gender-nonconforming3,
a trend expected to continue as this
younger demographic emerges into
the limelight.

Gender identity

Case studies brought to you by Contagious

Gillette / ‘First shave’

After taking a stance against toxic
masculinity earlier in 2019, Gillette
reiterated their commitment to dispelling
harmful gender stereotypes by launching
a touching ad in which transgender teen,
Toronto native, and trans rights advocate
Samson Bonkeabantu Brown shaves for
the first time with his father and reflects
on his transition.
Samson’s first shave is important to
him as a milestone in his transition and
represents “the point in [his] manhood
where [he is] actually happy” with who
he is. Samson’s father stands just out of
focus, stating that “shaving is about being
confident” and affirming the person his
son has become. It is a profound moment
caught on film that resonated greatly with
the trans community.
RESULTS / The ad generated 6.8 billion
social media impressions and received
4 million views. The ad was also
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Tips and questions
to ask yourself

recognised by the industry, winning
a Cannes Glass Lion and the Inclusive
and Creative Award from Campaign.
INSIGHTS / Despite some
conservative boycotts of its products
following the earlier ‘The Best Men Can
Be’ campaign, Gillette persisted and
leaned even harder into reconsidering
socially constructed ideas of gender and
the pressures they impose on people.
The brand partnered with Toronto-based
charity and agency The 519 to support
its trans-inclusive programs.
This campaign, as well as P&G’s status
as one of the 12 founding members
of the Human Rights Campaign, a
founding partner in Stonewall’s Global
LGBTQ+ Diversity Champions effort, and
proud sponsor of World Pride 2019 and
Stonewall 50, consolidate P&G’s broader
commitments to allowing people to be
their best selves with confidence.

•

Adapt your Equal
Opportunities policies
to include language
inclusive of those with
non-cisgender identities.

•

Operate a clear
zero-tolerance policy
towards sexual, physical,
or verbal harassment
and hate crimes
towards employees.

•

Adapt any health
insurance benefits
to be inclusive to
all your employees.

•

Considering allowing your
transgender employees
to use the facilities they
wish to. Consider making
your toilet facilities
gender-neutral. It is
best practise to consult
an employee who is
transitioning at work on
when they want to access
the appropriate resources.

•

Consider implementing
a gender-neutral dress
code. If there must be
a male/female distinction,
then allow your transgender
employees to choose
between the two.

•

Ask what pronouns
your co-workers use
and respect them.
Consider putting
your pronouns in your
email signatures.

•

Ask yourself if you
really need to use an
employee’s legal name
as opposed to their
preferred name.

Age

Case studies brought to you by Contagious

A group often neglected by diversity initiatives is older adults. In 2019 the AARP, the US’ largest non-profit interest group for
people over 50 years of age, teamed up with stock photo provider Getty Images found that while 46% of the U.S. adult population
is age 50-plus, only 15% of images containing adults include people this age1.
People live, work, and play longer than ever before, but advertisers often neglect to portray a group with such powerful spending
power in a positive light. The same AARP study found that 28% of advertising portrayals of people over 50 were negative, compared
to 4% of portrayals of those under 50.
J. Walter Thompson Intelligence reported in 2018 that British people over 50 outspent their younger counterparts for the first time
in 2015, yet 67% of their panel stated that advertisers only care about young people2. It is baffling that advertising often neglects
this group.

2

1

AARP and Getty Images, 2019 – Media Image Landscape: Age Representation in Online Images
J. Walter Thompson Intelligence, 2018 – Elastic Generation: The Female Edit

L’Oréal / ‘The Non-Issue’

In early 2019, L’Oréal Paris partnered
with British Vogue to challenge
the representation of older people
in the media.
The publication featured Dame Helen
Mirren, Jane Fonda, Christiane Amanpour
and Jennifer Saunders. Meanwhile, the
stylists, writers, photographers and
make-up artists behind the issue were
also all women over the age of 50.
Created alongside McCann Paris and
McCann London, the publication’s articles,
images and content were designed to
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undermine age-based stereotypes. The
inspiration came from that fact that 40%
of all women are over the age of 50.
However, only 15% of women represented
in the media hail from this demographic,
according to the case study film.
RESULTS / According to the agency,
the Non-Issue resulted in roughly 40,000
new readers for the magazine in just
two weeks as well as 19 million organic
impressions. The Non-Issue has achieved
more media coverage than Vogue’s most
successful September issue, a benchmark
edition in the fashion industry.

INSIGHTS / Older women are
noticeably absent in images
associated with the fashion and
beauty industries, as well as in
the media. Given that L’Oréal
Paris targets a female audience
of all ages with its beauty products,
challenging stereotypes to
positively shape people’s perception
of age feels like something the
brand can authentically own.
The partnership with British Vogue
shows L’Oréal Paris publicly setting
out an example of how to address
the ageism issue.

Age

Case studies brought to you by Contagious

Unilever / ‘The Will’
At the 2019 Cannes Film Festival,
Unilever partnered with 97 year-old
fashion icon and businesswoman
Iris Apfel to inspire everyone to be
true to their pleasure whatever that
may be.
The advertisement, which is directed
by Martin Werner, features Iris
speaking about her life and how she
has always sought her own kind of
pleasure while remaining authentically
herself. The will she writes is not an
admission of slowing down, however.
To her critics she bequeaths her sense
of humour, to painters her vibrant
colours, and to young people her
inner strength and zest for life. It is
an incredibly positive image of aging
and self-determination.
Just as past Magnum ambassadors have
done, Iris herself appeared at Cannes to
design her own Magnum.

Tomás Ostiglia, executive creative
director at LOLA MullenLowe, stated “we
found it very powerful that a 97-year-old
person speaks so eloquently to younger
generations, essentially telling them that
everything she will leave behind isn’t
material but spiritual. And she says it with
the authority and honesty of someone
who has lived a very interesting and
authentic life”
RESULTS / According to LOLA
MullenLowe, ‘The Will’ generated
Magnum’s highest ever PR reach at a
talent launch at 350% and 30% Lower
CPM compared to the previous year.
The campaign created 44.3 million
impressions, a 53% increase on the
previous year. In a customer survey,
12% more people agreed with the
phrase “Magnum is a brand that
encourages people to feel freer to be
true to yourself” and 16% more felt that
“Magnum is a brand you’d talk about”.

Tips and questions to ask yourself
AARP and Getty Images, 2019 – Media Image Landscape: Age Representation in Online Images

•

•

1

•
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Avoid playing into stereotypes associated with
older people, particularly those that portray
them as fragile, inactive, lonely, or incompetent
with technology. In the AARP report, adults over
age 50 are presented as dependent and disconnected.
Seven in 10 images depicted older people alone,
with a partner or medical professional. People
50-plus will spend upwards of $84bn on tech
products by 2030, but just 5% of images of people
50-plus show technology. Although one in three
people in the US labour force is age 50-plus, only
13% of images show a mid-life or older adult in
a work setting, a stark contrast to the 55% of images
of people under 50 shown in a work setting1.
Do not buy into the myth of hiring ‘cheaper’
younger workers over those with expertise
and knowledge. Older adults with stimulating,
meaningful roles can continue to work effectively
way beyond their 60s.
Do not immediately pass up older people for

opportunities such as conferences, training
schemes and promotions on account of their age.
•

Offer a ‘returnship’ for those wanting to
come out of retirement. Make adequate
provisions for flexible timetables, reading
accessibility and remote working.

•

Support public policy initiatives such as strengthening
age discrimination legislation which currently has
little impact, increased training and re-skilling
opportunities to increase employability. Incentives
and strategies targeting tax and superannuation
to discourage early retirement and encourage older
workers to stay in the workforce and assist
older workers back into the workplace.

•

Encourage older workers to mentor the younger
ones and vice versa.

•

Conduct mid-life reviews with your employers
to inform them about their pensions.

True equality is a work-in-progress
We are communicators and ideas people. It is within
our natures and the best interests of the whole world
for us to throw open our doors to new perspectives and
communicate them thoughtfully. As an industry, it is our
job to represent and reflect the lives of the people we want
to have a conversation with. If we ignore them, they most
certainly will ignore us—and that’s the antithesis of what
we do. We’re conveners, bridge makers, unifiers.

A purposeful brand mindset is a positive feedback
loop: by putting trust in your employees, agencies
and partners and allowing them to make a difference,
it will improve brand perception externally and internally.
In turn, it makes it easier to attract and retain the best,
most diverse talent, which then leads to more authentic
marketing and so on.

In this guide, we have seen no shortage of bold ideas
confidently communicated, where empathy and creativity
are married to create something that truly resonates with
our audience.

Authentic marketing is key, but it is also important to
publicize these wins with humility. If you rush to tell
the world about your next initiative, it’s likely to get
you accused of virtue-signalling. When you do
something socially valuable, you can’t be seen to
be doing it for impressions, press coverage or positive
ROI – and you shouldn’t be doing it for that reason.
Do it well and the coverage will follow naturally.
Marketing is a powerful field, and as marketers we
have the responsibility to reflect the wants from our
consumers. By showing purpose, marketers are better
able to connect and form deeper connections, allowing
for more success toward your brand.

Our organization has the ability to set the example for
business as a whole. We must ensure that our drive for
diversity informs every decision, hire and partnership. It is
common knowledge that no one can market to a specific
community better than someone who identifies with that
community, and the same is true in every area of a company.

Be strong on the causes you want to support and
never be afraid to admit that you need to ask for
input from elsewhere. Meaningful brands appeal
to the emotions of their consumers. Don’t forget to
channel yours and your company’s when championing
sensitive issues.

We can create those champions by nurturing talent,
giving them the ability to learn from other perspectives
and allowing them to imbue their work with a cause
close to their hearts.

Achieving true equality is a work-in-progress and what
is required of us to achieve it is constantly shifting with
society’s expectations. Therefore, we invite you to contact
us with any feedback and suggestions for future guides
and resources.

We do that best when we recognize people’s demands to
be seen, to be heard and to be served. In today’s world,
that means we have to authentically celebrate diversity and
stand for purpose in our marketing. People want brands
to assume an unambiguous stance in a chaotic globalized
ecosystem, and it is our responsibility to reflect consumer
needs, wants and, of course, their demands.

To our everyday consumers, this is not just CSR, good
communications, or adopting a purpose: it is a way
for them to see the reality of their worlds and their
experiences validated, acknowledged and promoted by
brands. In creating champions of diversity within our own
houses, we can become the champions for countless
more who demand to be seen, and want help converting
acknowledgment into action. And, as marketers, we are
uniquely placed to be the hotline linking our consumers
and employees, to foster tight, consistent relationships
with CEOs, the board, HR and external stakeholder groups.
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Five actions you can take right now

1

Focus

Identify your
purpose as
an organisation
and use it to inform
everything you do.
Don’t try to cover
all bases; keep it
relevant to your
brand. It is much
better to do one
thing well than many
things averagely.

2

People

Look at the
hiring and
HR procedures you
have in place and
consider broadening
where you recruit
from. Mentor new
employees and invest
in their development.
Challenge the status
quo and diversify
your thinking.

3

Content

Ensure that
diversity, and
the intersectional
nature of that
diversity, is built
into all your creative
briefs, right down to
artistic direction.
Carry out an audit of
your existing content
and partnerships
to make sure that
they align with your
brand’s message.

4

Media

Be aware
of how
your organisation’s
activities contribute
to the wider digital
ecosystem and make
sure that you are
elevating the right
actors in the media.

5

Attitude

Be a decent
human
being – honestly,
the best thing
anyone can do in
workplace culture is
to encourage others
to be open-minded,
communicative,
and treat others as
complex individuals
while listening to
their concerns.
Bring that attitude
to everything your
company does.
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